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FOP_NORD
This report is submitted in fulfillment of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Contract No. NAS 5-1108. It includes, together with the material which will be
published in Report No. 2334_ the work previously published in quarterly reports
i on the study of pressurization systems for liquid-propellant rocket engines. Thefollowing tasks a covered:
Task I Data compilation and component operating characteristics;
I assembly of data generated for Report No. 2334 in three
volumes
Task II System selection and design
I Task III System fabrication and testing
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I. PROGRAM SIJNNARY
This final report presents the results of a comprehensive study performed
under NASA Goddard Space Plight Center Contract No. N/kS 5-1108 to devise a
selection technique for propellant pressurization systems. As a result of the
study, the likely propellant pressurization systems for advanced space vehicles
were determined, and a method of preliminary design and selection of the most
suitable of these systems for any specific space mission was provided.
A. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study were as follows: (1) to generate design
data on propellant pressurization system components, (2) to present a method of
combining these components into likely systems, (3) to provide a technique for
comparing and selecting the most suitable pressurization system for use on specific
space missions.
This report summarizes the results of the entire program. System
analysis and evaluation technique is presented along with the method of combining
components into a working propellant pressurization. Design data were prepared
for comparing and selecting the most suitable pressurization system for use on
space missions. Specific component design data were summarized for this use.
I A self-contained design guide will be written, and may be expanded while this
final report will not. It will therefore be issued as a separate report, Aerojet
Report No. 2354 in three volumes. Some of the material contained in this final
report, No. 233_ therefore has also been placed in Report No. 2334. Sections of
this report also appearing in Report No. 2334have been so designated.
B. SCOPE
All of the commonly used propellant pressurization systems available
for use on current space vehicles, excepting mechanical pumping systems, have been
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I .- I Program Summary, B (cont.) Report No. 2335
I considered. Some novel pressurization concepts, e.g., a regenerative jet pump,
I also were investigated.The space vehicles on which these systems will be used may be manned
or unmanned. Another study program "Research Study to Determine Propulsion
I Requirements and Systems for Space Missions_' Contract NAS also5-915,is being
conducted for NASA by Aerojet-General Corporation. The missions, defined by this
study, include lunar and planetary orbits and lunar landings. These missions
were used in part in defining thepropellant pressurization requirements for this
program.
Pressurization system components were investigated on the basis of
performance, reliability, weight, size, space environmental effects, cost, and
material compatibility. Design and evaluation data were compiled on these bases.
Further, the pressurization systems studied were based upon, but not limited to,
the following propellant combinations.
Cryogenic Storable
L02/LH 2 CiF3/Hydrazoid
t TL_2/_,.I2 N204/N2H 4
0F2/LH 2 N204/Aerozine- 50
N2H4/Monopropellan t
C. DISCUSSION
To accomplish the program objectives, without duplication of work
already accomplished in the propellant pressurization system field, the study
was divided into the following four tasks:
Task I Data compilation and component operational
characteristics
Task II System selection and design
Task III System fabrication and testing
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.. I Program Summary, C (cont.) Report No. 2335
The results of Task I meet objective (1), i.e., compiling design
data on propellant pressurization system components. The results will be pre-
sented in Report No. 2334.
Task II fulfills objectives (2) and (3). A method for generating
new pressurization systems and a method for selecting the most promising system
are presented in this report. These sections will be repeated with the publication
of the design data compiled under Task I.
Task III consists of the fabrication and testing of components for
one pressurization system to provide design data for objective (1).
The study began with the collection of data from Government and
private industry engaged in the field of liquid rocket propulsion and pressuri-
zation systems. These data were analyzed, and parametric performance and e_alu-
ation equations were derived. These equations will appear in Report No. 2334.
With a complete set of data on the system components available, a method of com-
bining these components into different system combinations _as prepared. A tech-
nique for evaluating and comparing these systems was presented and trial missions
were chosen to demonstrate the use of the method. One of the systems selected
during the comparison was fabricated and tested, and the test results were used
to verify the theoretical predictions. The test results appear in this report.
Finally, the design data were prepared in a form for publication as a handbook.
The literature searches, vendor contact, and discussions with the
NASA program technical director were used to compile information on propellant
pressurization systems and components presently in use, or proposed for use in
the future. The technical information centers used in the literature search
include Aerojet-General Libraries, Interlibrary loan agencies, ASTIA and LPIA.
A method of combining the components described into propellant
pressurization systems was then devised. A modified morphological approach was
employed after the components were grouped by function. Selecting a component
from each function rather than at random greatly reduces the number of unlikely
combinations required to be evaluated.
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I Program Summary, C (cont.) Report No. 2335
Component performance and evaluation, which comprised the major
effort in the study, is described in detail and the characteristics are expressed
in parametric equations. Design data include, e.g., sizing of flow passages,
determination of material selection and dimensions, calculations of spring rates,
and operating temperature and pressure limits.
The evaluation was used to determine the overall rating of each
component combination. The method of rating makes use of a series of rating
curves to convert the evaluation factors of each system to a point rating. The
higher the point rating, the more suitable the system for the intended mission.
To demonstrate the use of the selection method, ratings were performed on example
missions. The missions chosen by NASA for demonstration were the lunar landing,
lift-off and return, and the Mars orbit° The selection method shows main tank
injections (MTI) to be most suitable for one of these missions. The MTI system
was designed utilizing the parametric equations developed previously. A model
of the system was fabricated and tested. Where possible, existing components
and test equipment were utilized. Instrumentation was used to record component
performance and system process.
This final report, Aerojet Report No. 2335, summarizes the results
of the entire program including recommendations and conclusions.
D. DESIGN HANDBOOK
A design handbook, Aerojet Report No. 2334, will present component
performance and evaluation. Data, equations, and graphs will be presented which
shall enable the user to design and evaluate many types of propellant pressuri-
zation systems including hybrid and redundant systems. Evaluation data, for use
in the comparative selection technique, will include weight, volume, reliability,
and cost.
The handbook also will include information on the selection and
compatibility of component materials and the effects of space environment on
S /
them. A brief resume of the physical and thermodynamic properties of pressurants
and propellants will be presented. Many component combinations, both used
and proposed, are reviewed. A section of the handbook applies to the procedure
utilized in designing a propellant pressurization system to meet particular
specifications.
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Report No. 2335
II. MORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH
A. CONCEPT OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH
The selection of an optimum pressurization system is dependent both
on the ability to select systems to evaluate and on the method used to establish
the relative merit of the systems selected. In this section the first aspect,
that of determining possible systems to evaluate, will be discussed.
The ultimate in widening the scope of the system considered for
any mission would be the morphological approach. The concepts underlying this
approach are as follows:
1. Establish the list of components of which any pressurization
system may be composed.
2. Generate all combinations which can be formed by the component
array.
3- Generate all permutations which can be formed by the component
combinations.
It is, therefore, a systematic procedure which will generate a vast number of
candidate pressurization systems° For the components considered, the system has the
potential of generating all possible pressurization systems for any mission. The
difficulty encountered by this approach is that if enough components are included
to make the method useful, more candidate systems are generated than can possibly
be evaluated. This causes a great deal of time to be spent culling out obviously
inoperative "systems." Some method of avoiding the vast number of inoperative
systems must be implemented before this approach is practical.
B. MODIFIED MORPHOLOGICALAPPROACH
Intuitively, one can recognize that all component groupings which
could truly qualify as pressurization systems are subject to further limitations.
These are functional operations which must be performed by the components in
order for the system to "pressurize" at all. Thus we wish to restrict ourselves
to the component associations which are capable of delivering pressurization
media.
This section will also appear in Aerojet Report No. 2334.
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II Morphological Approach, B (cont.) Report No. 2335
In the process of developing this approach_ grouping of the components
that perform similar functions was found to be highly advantageous. This modified
morphological approach reduces the number of possible combinations and leads to
a selection technique that is more easily handled.
i. Modified Morphological Approach
The application of this modification is accomplished as follows:
a. Establish the ordered set of performance functions of
which a generalized pressurization system is composed.
b. Establish the list of components which are to be considered
in each functional set.
c. Generate all possible component combinations which can
be formed by placing components only in the positions reserved for the functional
sets to which they belong.
d. Examine the resulting systems for practicality and component
compatibility.
2. Component Categories
It was found that all pressurization system components could be
grouped into six ordered-function categories, Figure II-i. Any number of com-
ponents from none to several, may be selected from each category. The six
categories are as follows:
a. Energy Supplies
This category includes all primary energy sources and
their containers. High-pressure stored gases, liquid-propellant gas generators,
solid-propellant gas generators, thrust-chamber heat exchangers, and batteries
are covered in this section. The properties of gases and products of combustion
will be included together with the analysis of associated flow processes such
as the use of gas from a high-pressure storage container.
Page II-2
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II Morphological Approach, B (cont.) Report No. 2335
b. Initiators/Terminators
This section will cover the design of devices for commencing
or terminating system operations such as igniters, electrical switches, solenoid-
operated valves, explosive valves, and burst diaphragms. The size and weight
of these items is dependent upon the energy demand and the operating conditions.
c. Charge and Recharge Connectors
Electrical connectors and fluid-line disconnects will be
discussed under this heading. Design and evaluation data will be given in terms
of the desired charging rate.
d. System Controls
In most propellant pressurization systems the energy-
converting component is the "heart" of the system.
The task of maintaining a constant energy supply under
varying load conditions often requires a complex component. This section will
cover the design of pressure regulators and orifices.
e. Transmission Systems
The energy required to feed propellants to the engine
must be transmitted from the supply to the propellant by one or more "conductors."
Electric sources require wiring, mechanical sources require gears, and pressure
sources require tubing to transmit energy. The transmission components will be
described as a function of the energy supply rate.
f. Safety Devices
Most propellant feed systems employ safety devices to
increase reliability and reduce operating hazards. Check valves prevent interflow
betweeen propellant tanks, electrical relays and relief valves prevent overload,
and bladders prevent hot gases from coming in direct contact with the propellant.
The design of safety devices and reasons for their use will be presented under
this category.
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II Morphological Approach (cont.) Report No. 2335
C. EXAMPLE OF COMPONENT COMBINATIONS
The modified morphological approach, described above, was employed
to select 16 workable component combinations. One or two components were
selected from each of the performance categories described above, and the
.
tabulation is shown in Table II-I. These 16 systems, which are used as the
examples of the evaluation technique, represent but a small percentage of the
workable systems which could be formed using this approach.
In an attempt to maintain the objective of the program for unbiased
%
system evaluation, the systems were formed without consideration of a particular
mission. Every component being evaluated in this study is included in one or
more of the systems. Schematic diagrams of the 16 systems have been prepared
and are shown in Figures II-2 through II-17.
Component Combinations 8, 15, and 16 show that at least three basic
types of hybrid propellant pressurization systems can be created. Component
Combination 8 employs two energy supplies (high-pressure gas and a heat exchanger)
functioning simultaneously to expel the propellant. Combination 15 employs two
energy supplies, one for expelling each propellant. In Component Combination
16 two energy supplies are used consecutively, one being employed after depletion
of the other. Component Combination 14 is an even more complex hybrid incorporating
the features of both Combinations 8 and 10.
The formation of novel hybrid propellant pressurization systems
appears to be a very promising area for the application of the modified morpho-
logical approach. With anticipated space missions being composed of several
maneuvers, it is possible that propellant pressurization systems powered by two
or more energy supplies, each functioning when it best suits the maneuver, could
prove to be the lightest in weight or the most reliable.
D. FUTURE POTENTIAL OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH
Due to the large number of possible component combinations, an
approach such as a modified morphological development appears to be the only
Tables and figures pertaining to a particular section may be found at the end
of that section.
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II Morphological Approach, D (cont.) Report No. 2335
practical technique that will permit all the alternative systems to be appraised.
Presently, the designer tends to limit himself to variations of the relatively
few systems with which he is familiar, and does not make full utilization of the
components available to him. This is a result of the designer being discouraged
by the number of components available and the geometric nature of the combining
process.
This situation leads to the possible introduction of computer usage
as a practical and expedient method of both generating and appraising a large
number of possible systems. This would basically increase the breadth of the
designers investigation and consequently permit a more thorough analysis of the
possible systems°
The usefulness of computers in this particular application would
depend primarily on the extent that factors, such as component compatibility,
mission limits, and a weighting for the preference of proven systems over new
untested systems could be incorporated into the program.
Moreover, once such a program is developed, it would have the potential
of being used by designers regardless of their project or company affiliation and/or
by a project administrator for the appraisal of pressurization systems that must
meet certain design features. The future of such an undertaking is unlimited.
Over a period of time refinements would evolve that would continually increase the
sophistication of the methodology and, therefore, the program's overall usefulness.
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III. SYSTEM EVALUATION TECHNIQUE
For any given mission, several propellant pressurization systems may be
capable of meeting the perforn_nce requirements to a greater or lesser extent.
The following rating technique has been devised to provide an objective means of
comparing and selecting the most suitable pressurization systems for any mission.
A numerical rating, based upon performance factors, is determined for each
candidate pressurization system. The final rating of each system is computed by
multiplying a base value by the rating factors for that system. Two types of
rating factors are established; qualitative factors, which systems must meet to
be acceptable, and quantitive factors, which systems can fulfill to varying
degrees. Examples of the two categories are shown below:
Qualitative Factors
Restart capability
Variable-thrust capability
Propellant compatibility
200-day storability
Quantitative Factors
Reliability
Weight
Size
Cost
Control accuracy
Some rating factors can be both qualitative and quantitative depending upon
the mission requirements. For example, if a minimum reliability of 97_ were a
f
requirement, all systems having reliabilities below this value would be eliminated
from consideration; however, those systems with reliabilities above 97_ would be
rated quantitatively over the range of 97 to lO0_.
This evaluation is maintained as an objective technique by establishing the
rating factors (or influence coefficients) independently of and previous to the
evaluation of system performance. Influence coefficient curves and tables are
prepared to reflect the desired propellant pressurization system configuration,
and the rating technique serves as a measure of how closely each candidate system
approaches these desired values.
A. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION FACTORS
Qualitative factors are those rating parameters which are "go, no-go"
measurements. If a system can meet a requirement it will rate 1.0, if not, it will
This section will also appear in Aerojet Report No. 2334.
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III System Evaluation Technique, A (cont.) Report No. 2335
rate O. Since the final numerical rating of the system is the product of the
coefficients, a zero rating of any coefficient will eliminate that system from
further consideration. The effect of this initial screening will be to reduce the
number of candidate systems to a workable group.
I B. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION FACTORS
The remaining candidate systems are all capable of satisfying the
_ requirements to varying extents. The quantitative evaluation factors willmission
be presented as influence coefficient curves like those shown below:
I ,..¢;Oll
'"-, I\ o
.
Rating Factor A Rating Factor B
The shape of the influence coefficient curves is a measure of the
absolute importance that is placed upon an increase or decrease in the value of
each rating factor. The rating factors may carry different weights in the overall
evaluation; thus, the relative importance of each factor can be adjusted by
varying the range of the influence coefficients on the ordinate of the curve.
Rating factor A may have a range of influence coefficient from 1.O to 3.0 while
factor B may have a range of influence coefficient from 1.O to 5.0, indicating
that factor B has more influence on the selection of the system than factor A.
The value of the influence coefficient is defined as zero for rating
factor values beyond the point where the value of the influence coefficient drops
below 1.O. Thus, qualitative influence coefficient curves may be extended to
represent both qualitative and quantitative considerations.
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III System Evaluation Technique (cont.) Report No. 2555
C.
a selection of a system for a manned, lunar mission will be demonstrated.
bility, weight, and size will be the factors used in rating the systems.
Minimum allowable reliability - 98.5_
Desired weight - 120 lb or less
Desired size - 6 ft3 or less
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTUSAGE
•To illustrate the method of preparing the influence coefficient curves,
Relia-
l, Selection of Coefficient Ranges
Of the three rating factors, reliability is the most important
for this manned mission, with weight and size being of lesser importance.
coefficient ranges are selected as follows:
Reliability 1.0 - 4.0
Weight 1.0 - 2.0
Size 1.0 - 2.0
The
. Determination of Influence Curves
Reliability, _ Weight, lb Envelope, ft
volume
With the coordinates determined, the shape of the influence
coefficient curves becomes a function of desired performance. A small improve-
ment in reliability is highly desirable so the curve will exhibit a steep slope
above the minimum value of 98.5_.
Variations in weight immediately above and below the desired
value of 120 lb have a severe effect on the weight influence coefficient; however,
a further decrease in weight below 100 lb is of little importance and the curve
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III System Evaluation Technique, C (cont.) Report No. 2335
levels out sharply at this point. A weight of 140 ib is the maximum which can be
accepted and a quantitative cutoff is made in the curve.
An envelope of 6 ft 3 has been allotted to the system in one area
of the vehicle. If it is larger than this, other equipment can be moved to provide
a maximum of 8 ft 3. However, there is no advantage to a 4 ft 3 system since it
would still occupy the same location. Below 4 ft 3, the system can be installed
in several unused areas and there is an advantage to small-size systems. The
volume curve slopes sharply from 8 ft 3 down to 6 ft3; then, it is flat from 6 to
4 ft 3 and slopes sharply again below 4 ft3.
3. Final Evaluation and System Selection
With the rating curves prepared, the reliabilities, weights,
sizes, etc. of each system are determined using the data presented in Volume III,
Report No. 2334. These values are applied to the influence coefficient charts
and the resulting coefficients are tabulated as shown below.
Influence Coefficients
Base A _ _ Point Rating
System i i0 3.2 1.7 1.6 87
System 2 i0 1.8 1.8 1.2 39
System 3 i0 3.0 i.i 1.6 53
System 4 i0 2.4 1.8 1.8 78
The numerical rating of each candidate system is determined by
multiplying a base value of lO.0 by the product of the influence coefficients.
The system with the highest point rating is the one most suitable for the mission.
In the sample case, System 1 with a point rating of 87 would
be the best system to accomplish the mission. Viewing the tabulation reveals the
strong and weak points of each system. It should be noted that System 1 rated
highest only under Factor A; however, Factor A was of high final rating. This
might be typical of the reliability factor on a man-rated vehicle.
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I Use of the influence coefficient method for evaluating systems,
organizes the thought behind system selection and removes evaluation from the
I realm of intuition. The influence coefficient curves permit a review and discussionof the actors attendent to the final selection without considering a particular
I pressurization system. The curves, themselves, are the result of a subjective
definition of the mission which, once established, provide a valuable tool for
the objective selection of the most suitable system.
i
I
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IV. SYSTEM ANALYSI________S
A. MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Propulsion system requirements are based on the results of Contract
NAS 5-915 (mission analysis study). The mission analysis determines the thrust
and total impulse range considered in this study. The requirements are tabulated
in Table IV-1. These requirements, in conjunction with propellant performance
data for the propellant combinations selected, are used to derive the pressurization
system analysis parameters. Following is an outline of the derivation of some
I of the system parameters.
Volumetric propellant flow rate is a parameter required to size and
determine the operating characteristics of all flow components such as regulators,
heat exchangers, tubing, and valves. The volumetric flow rate is determined in
the following manner:
Q = F/Isp x bulk density
Q = volumetric flow rate, cfs
Isp = specific impulse, lbf/lbm/sec
F : thrust, ibf
bulk density = density of propellant combination, ibm/ft 3
The total volume of the propellant tank, together with the tank
pressure and pressurant "average" temperature determine the quantity of
pressurant required for a particular mission. This, in turn, determines the
size of the storage container or gas generator. The total propellant tank
volume is calculated by multiplying the volumetric flow rate by the duration
of firing.
t = It/F
Vt = Qxt
t = duration of firing, sec
It = total impulse, ibf-sec
Vt : total propellant tank volume, ft 3
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IV System Analysis, A (cont.) Report No. 2335
The system performance limits were established only for the unmanned
missions studied. These limits are as follows:
i. The minimum volumetric flow rate and tank volume are required
for the lunar terminal correction maneuver. Using CiF3/Hydrazoid as propellants,
the limits are
Q = 0.02 cfs; Vt = 1.26 ft _
2. The maximum volumetric flow rate and tank volume are required
for the Mars takeoff maneuver. Using L02/LH 2 as propellants,
Q = 7.5 cfs; Vt = 755 ft 3
B. PROPELLANT SELECTIONAND PERFORMANCE DATA
The mission analysis study determined the thrust and total impulse
range to be considered in this study. The range of thrust varies from 25 to
66,000 lb. Calculations were made to determine the fuel and oxidizer flow
rates for this range of thrust. From the range of flow rates, tank weights
and volumes may be determined.
The calculations are based on equations, data from curves, and
assumptions as outlined below.
1. Equations
From the thrust equation
where
Ve + AP ( ) PcgF= Wt g
r
wt --
V =
e
g =
LXP =
Ae/At =
thrust, lb
total propellant flow, ib/sec
velocity at exit plane of exhaust nozzle, ft/sec
constant = 32.17 ft/sec 2
exhaust nozzle exit plane pressure, ambient pressure (Pe-Pa)
exhaust nozzle area ratio, exit area/throat area
= characteristic velocity, ft/sec
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IV System Analysis, B (cont.) Report No. 2335
Pc =
o
Wf =
P
e
p
a
chamber pressure, psia
oxidizer flow, ib/sec
fuel flow, ib/sec
= exhaust nozzle exit plane static pressure, psia
= ambient pressure, psia
2. Assumptions
a. Equilibrium expansion in the nozzle
b. Exhaust nozzle exit plane pressure (Pe) = 1.0 psia
c. Ambient pressure (P) = zero
a
From the above assumptions, and for a given propellant combination,
W t is a straight line function of thrust. Therefore, values were calculated for
the maximum thrust and a curve of F vs Wt was constructed. Values of exhaust
nozzle-to-chamber pressure ratios of 100 to 500 in increments of 100, were
considered for four propellant combinations.
It is felt that four propellant combinations should be included
in this study. Three of these are the more advanced storables and one is a
cryogenic. These combinations are listed below:
LO2/LH 2
N204/Aerozine,50
N2%/B5H 9
CiF3/Hydrazoid
3. Data From Curves
vs Wo/W with Pc/Pe parameters, valuesFrom the curve of v e f
were obtained for the maximum Ve. Corresponding values of C* and Ae_A t were
obtained from the other curves plotted in a previous Aerojet report.
Performance and Properties of Liquid Propellants, Aerojet-General Corporation,
Report No. 8160-6S, 6 March 1961.
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IV System Analysis, B (cont.) Report No. 2335
Specific gravities of the propellants were chosen* and are
tabulated in Table IV-2. Also tabulated, and presented in Table IV-3, are
the results of the calculations performed at the stated pressure ratios and
propellant combinations.
The following curves were plotted from the above calculations:
a. Figure IV-l, propellant mass ratio vs exhaust nozzle
pressure ratio with propellant combination parameters
b. Figure IV-2, exhaust nozzle area ratio vs exhaust
nozzle pressure ratio with propellant combination parameters
c. Figure IV-3, specific impulse vs exhaust nozzle
pressure ratio with propellant combination parameters.
C. PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Design Criteria
The minimum number of design criteria required to describe and
select a pressurization system have been determined. These criteria can be
grouped into three categories:
a. Operational
(1) Restart
One of the evaluation parameters that will influence
the selection of a pressurization system for most of the space missions to be
considered is restart capability. The restart capability of each pressurization
system is listed in Table IV-4.
The only system that is non-restartable is the
solid-propellant, gas-generation system, and the solid-propellant, gas-generation
system with bladder. It is conceivable that this system could be made restartable
by the addition of another gas-generator unit; however, in so doing it is felt
that the system will not be competitive with the other systems due to the
increased weight and volume and the decrease in reliability. Presently, concepts
ibid.
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C (cont.) Report No. 2335
of stopping the burning of the solid-propellant grain in order to make the
system restartable have been conceived. One of the proposed methods would
be to de-pressurize the gas generator to a level where the solid-propellant
grain would cease to burn. Ignition for restarting the gas generator could be
accomplished by injecting liquid propellant upon the burning grain surface.
b.
(2)
(3)
(4)
Storability - before ignition and between restarts
Space environment - temperature, pressure and duration
Zero "G"
Performance
(1)
(2)
(3)
Propellants - mixture ratio, Isp , and density
Thrust
Combustion-chamber pressure
c. Materials
The parameters used in the comparative evaluation of the
propellant pressurization systems, i.e., weight, volume, and propellant compatibility,
dictate the evaluation of feasible materials. The results of the material evaluation
will enable the design of a system for a given mission and propellant combination.
A wide range of data is required because of the environmental
extremes that will be encountered in the study of pressurization systems with
many propellants and varied missions.
Tank and associated equipment sizes and weights are
dictated by the strength of the material and the operating pressures. Strength
vaTies with environmental temperature, and the temperatures considered in this
study will vary from -423 to +2500°F. Therefore, depending on the surrounding
temperature, one material will usually stand out as the one to be considered
for use.
To determine the temperature of the bulk gas after
expansion in the propellant tanks, the specific heat of the tankage material
must be known in order to solve the heat-balance equatien. The final bulk-gas
temperature will be a factor in making the material choice for a given mission.
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IV System Analysis, C (cont.) Report No. 2335
Corrosion data must be factored into the design of a
pressurization system because of long storage times encountered in some missions.
Some materials are not compatible with some propellants; thereforethese data
must be made available. However, it is usually a yes or no decision except in
short-duration applications when some degree of incompatibility can be tolerated.
Using the information above as input, the design handbook
willenable the user to select the best candidate system and then complete a
preliminary design of that system. A computer program could use this same input
to perform the selection and preliminary design functions.
2. Pressurization System Operating Characteristics
a. Summary
Operating characteristics include evaluation of the
following factors:
(i) Thermodynamic flow processes
(2) Pressurant requirements
(3) Size and weight of components
(4) Operating temperatures and pressures
(5) Heat exchanger and regulator performance.
Whenever possible, operating characteristics are
described as a function of volumetric gas flow and pressurization work. Both
of these quantities are derived directly from mission study data. Volumetric
flow is a measure of the required flow area of all operating system components
and is therefore a function of their size and weight. Its derivation is shown
in paragraph D,1 following. Pressurization work, propellant-tank volume times
pressure, is a measure of the energy required to expel the propellant. This
term provides a means of comparing the various types of pressurization systems;
in stored gas systems it is a measure of the quantity of high-pressure gas, in
the gas-generator systems it is a measure of the required propellant, and in the
positive displacement systems it is a measure of the mechanical energy needed.
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IV System Analysis (cont.)
D.
Report No. 2335
EXAMPLE, STORED-GAS SYSTEMS
The flow chart, Figure IV-4, shows the steps that were used in
determining the weight of stored-gas systems. Starting with input from the
mission study, propellant-tank pressure and volume and volumetric propellant
flow rate can be determined. All component weights will be determined as a
function of these parameters.
i. Volumetric Flow Rate
Given the thrust level and propellant combination, the
volumetric propellant flow rate is determined by
Flow rate = thrust/Isp x i/bulk density
This relationship is shown graphically in Figure IV- 5 for the
propellant combinations being considered in this study.
2. Pressure Loss_ Tank to Chamber
The combustion-chamber pressure, an engine parameter, is
related to propellant-tank pressure as shown in Figure IV-6. Test data from
existing missiles were applied to pressure-drop equations to develop this curv@.
3- PTopellant-Tank Volume
Multiplying the propellant volumetric flow rate by the firing
duration (Q x t) completes the determination of the comparison parameters for
any mission.
4. Pressurization-Gas Re_uirennents
Using the pressurization work, tank pressure times volume,
Figures IV-7, IV-8, and IV-9 can be used to determine the weight of pressurizing
gas for each stored-gas system. Each system has an optimum operating temperature,
and it is this temperature which would be used on the curves. As tank pressures
are not expected to exceed lO00 psia, compressibility effects are not included
and the curves represent the equation
M = PV/RT
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IV System Analysis, D (cont.) Report No. 2335
pressure.
total.
5- Residual Gas Requirements
In a stored-gas system some portion of the gas supply is
"unavailable" for use in pressurizing the propellant tanks because of its low
This unavailable or residual gas may comprise as much as 25% of the
The ratio of initial to final mass after expansion from a
high-pressure, stored-gas source depends upon some expansion coefficient or
path to define the end points.
P1 V1
Initial mass -
Z 1 RT 1 ml
Residual mass -
P2 V2
Z 2 RT 2
- m 2
P2 v2 Zl RTI P2 Tl
m2/mI - Z2 RT2 x PI V1 - ZI P2 T--_
For final pressures considered here, Z 2 = 1.0
With Pl' T1 and P2 specified, T2may be determined from a
polytropic efficiency definition as follows:
cin (TI/T2) 7 in TI/T 2
_poly : P
R in (PI/P2) 7 - ! in Pi/P2
T1 P1 [ ]2 2 exp _.Z - I- 7 7_ poly
m2/ml = Zl (P2/PI)exp [ 1 -77 _poly + i]
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IV System Analysis, D (cont.) Report No. 2335
The range of the polytropic coefficient is from 0 to i. The
actual value must be determined experimentally. Usual values for flight
poly are from 0.4 to 0.6 with flight-weight hardware and stored-gas systems.
As an example, assuming helium _ poly = 0.572 for a
typical stored-helium system
Helium y - 1 = 0.399
Y
T1 = 520°F
P1 = 4500 psia
Z1 = 1.153
P2 - psia T 2 - OR TI/T 2 m2/m I
800 350 1.484 0.294
600 328 1.583 0.237
400 300 1.738 0.195
200 256 2.034 0.103
lO0 218 2.380 0.061
Residual gas weights for helium, hydrogen, and nitrogen are
shown in Figure IV-IO.
6. Bottle Weight
The weight of the high-pressure spherical "bottle" can be
derived as a function of the weight of gas stored and the container material.
Bottle weight has been based on the outside diameter rather
than on the median diameter of the sphere. The resultant weight is a very close
approximation of bottle weight with pressure ports added.
Bottle weight = surface area x wall thickness x material density
A : 4_r2; t = Pr/2S; r : (3V/4_) I/3
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IV System Analysis, D (cont.) Report No. 2335
Substituting
Wt = 4_r 2 x (Pr/2S) D = 4 _ r3 (P/2S) p
: 3/2x P _/sx _T/P
Bottle weight = 18 MZRT D/S x SF
M = mass of stored gas, ib
m
R = gas constant of stored gas, ft-lbf/ib m - °R
T = stored gas temperature, OR
Z = compressibility factor
D/S = density to strength ratio of bottle material, ibm/in.-ib f
SF = safety factor on yield strength
7. Component Weight
The weights of available and future pressurization system
components are being compiled for inclusion in this study. The following method
has been developed for scaling these weights for various size systems.
Typical units are selected and their weight, flow capacity,
pressure drop, and operating pressure are recorded. These units are then
scaled to the operating pressures and flow capacities of interest in this study.
To determine the effect of pressure on weight, the components are treated as
cylinders. With a constant pressure drop maintained, the effect of flow on
weight was determined for the components. The weight variation of the pressure
regulator is shown in Figure IV-II.
8. Scalin_ Factor
a. Effect of change in flow rate and pressure with constant
P
temperature and constant length.
Subscript o = typical unit conditions
Subscript s = scaled-up (or down) conditions
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IV System Analysis, D (cont.)
Wto/Wts -
Po Vo
Ps Vs
Dt L Poo o o
DstsLsPs
PD
; t - 2s
2
D LP PS
o o p
2
D L P 2S
s s p
(Do/D s )2 p= Po / s
b.
Wto/Wts : (Do/D s)2 po/p s
To maintain constant pressure drop,
2 2
PoVo / PsVs
2g foLo/Do - 2g fsLs/Ds;
Report No. 2335
but L, f and 0 are constant.
v = W/DA = Q/A
Qo2/Ao2Do = Qs2/As2Ds; A = _D2/4
!
b
i
Qo2/Do 5 = Qs2/Ds 5
(%/%)2 = (Do/Ds)5
(Do/Ds)2= (%/%)4/5
Then, from the weight equation of the previous section
, ,4/5
Wto/Wt s : (QolQs) (Po/Ps)
Wts/ = Wt ° (Qs/Qo))_5 (Ps/Po)
Equation for scaling weight to account for changes in pressure,
gas meditun_ and volume flow rate
Wto/Wt s = (Po/Ps)(Po/Ps )2/5 (Qo/Qs)4/5
, ,2/5 )4/5
Wt s = Wt ° (PsiPo) (Ps/Po) (QslQo
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IV System Analysis, D (cont.) Report No. 2335
c. Utilization Factor
(i) The pressurizing gas is typically used at temperatures
above that of the propellants in the tank. An accurate assessment of the weight
of pressurant required can only be made if the cooling effect of the propellant
tank upon the pressurizing gas is known. The derivation of the utilization
factor, which is the ratio of the inlet-gas temperature to the final bulk-gas
temperature, is shown in the appendix. The basic assumptions made in this
analysis are brought forth in the derivation.
(2) Using the derived relationship for the pressurization
utilization factor, the inlet-gas temperature vs the final bulk-gas temperature
was plotted for tank materials -titanium 6A14V and stainless steel 17-7 PH.
The pressurant gases used were nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium. These curves
are presented in Figures IV-12 and IV-13.
(3) The assumptions made in the calculation of the
utilization factor are as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
Storable propellants used
Propellant-tank temperature, initially 520°R
Tank pressure, 300 psia
Safety factor of propellant tank, 1.4 (x yield
strength)
Volume of propellant tank, 625 cuft
Density of Ti 6A1-4V, 0.160 lb/in. 3
Density of SS 17-7 PH, 0.276 ib/in. 3
Initial ullage volume of propellant tank, i%
(4) The curves depicting the specific heat ratios of N2,
H 2 and He as a function of temperature and pressure are shown in Figures IV-14,
IV-15 and IV-16, respectively.
(a) The specific heat of Ti 6A1-4V and SS 17-7 PH
as a function of temperature is shown in Figure IV-17.
(b) The yield strength of Ti 6A1-4V and SS 17-7 PH
vs temperature is presented in Figure IV-18.
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IV-1
• RESULTS OF MISSION ANALYSIS
Maneuver Thrust (ibF)
A. Orbital Correction
i. Orbital Perturbations
a. Atmospheric drag
b. Earth oblateness effects
2. Eccentricity control
3. Orbital plane change
4. Orbital altitude variation
5. Orbital epoch change
6. Correction of injection errors
i000
4000
4ooo
4ooo
4ooo
2000
Report No. 2335
Total Impulse (ibF-Sec)
0.24 x 106
0.24 x 106
0.24 x 106
0.24 x 106
0.24 x 106
0.12 x 106
Orbital Rendezvous
1. Nominal injection errors
2. Dog-leg-"maneuver"
3. Emergency rendezvous
Trajectory Corrections
i. Midcourse corrections
a. Lunar flights
b. Planetary flights
(Mars - Venus)
c. Planetary return flights
(Mars - Venus)
2. Terminal corrections
a. Lunar flights
b. Planetary flights (Mars)
(Moon)
Return flights (Mars)
0rbitin_Maneuvers
1. Moon orbits (no atmos)
2. Mars orbits (with atmos)
Bo
Co
4250
25,500
14,000
125
5OO
15o
125
5oo
25
15o
25oo
18,oo0
0.16 x lO6
1.3 x l06
1 x l06
775o
o.15 x 1o6
45,600
775o
31,000
155o
93oo
0.26 x 106
1.6 x 106
Table IV-I
Sheet i of 2
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i TABLE IV-I (cont.)
m
_=st (lb)
i Maneuver .... FE. Landings
i. Lunar landings
a. Direct 2300
b. From orbit 1500
2. Mars landing
a. Direct 18,000
b. From orbit (with atmos) 14,000
F. Takeoffs
i. Lunar takeoffs
a. To orbit 3000
b. Direct to earth 4500
2. Mars takeoffs
a. To orbit 15,000
b. Direct to earth 66,000
22,000
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Total Impulse (ibF-Sec)
0.45 x 106
0.21 x 106
2.2 x 106
0.79 x 106
O. 42 x 106
0.59 x 106
2.4 x 106
6.5 x 106 ist stage
2.6 x 106 2nd stage
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TABLE IV-2
SI:NCIFIC GRAVITY OF PROPELLANTS
Fuels Specific Gravity at OF
Aerozine-50 0.905 at 60°F
Hydrazoid 1.092 at 60°F
LH 2 0.073 at -423°F
B5H 9 0.633 at 60°F
Oxidizers
N2H 4 1.45 at 60°F
CIF 3 1.85 at 60°F
LO 2 1.14 at -297°F
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TABLE IV-4
RESTART CAPABILITY
SELECTED PRESSURIZATION SYST_4S
Report No. 2335
System
Stored cold gas
Heated gas
Liquid-propellant gas generation
Solid-propellant gas generation
Vaporization
Propellant injection
Line-heated gas
Stored cold gas (with bladder)
Heated gas (with bladder)
T-_1_-_n_eilant _as _enerator
_WI_ D_a_/
Solid-propellant gas generator
(with bladder )
Mechanical displacement
Regenerative jet pump
Restart Capability
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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Determination
System Weight Determination
Stored Gas Systems
Cold Gas
Heated Gas
Line Heated
Bladder Systems
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V. MAIN TANK INJECTION TESTS
A. GENERAL
Main tank injection (MTI) is a method of pressurization wherein the
pressurizing gases are generated by a controlled reaction taking place in the tank
to be pressurized. If a propellant combination is hypergolic, the fuel tank may
be pressurized by injection of oxidizer and the oxidizer tank by injection of fuel.
Non-hypergolic propellant combinations may be pressurized with MTI by introducing
other substances which are hypergolic with the propellants being pressurized. The
reaction occurring inMTI an_consequently, the properties of the pressurizing
gases may be varied by changing the method of injection. The two basic types of
injection are top-surface and subsurface. In top-surface injection the fuel or
oxidizer is injected into the tank ullage and the reaction takes place at the
liquid surface. Heat transfer to the liquid is at a minimum and ullage gas
temperatures are quite high. In subsurface injection the fuel or oxidizer is
injected below the liquid surface and the reaction takes place as the gaseous
combustion products rise to the liquid surface. Heat transfer to the liquid is
higher than in top-surface injection and ullage gas temperatures are much lower.
An analysis of top-surface in_ection based on experimental results
has been performed, and the results are included in the design guide.
No experimental results were available for subsurface main tank in-
jection with the fuel combinations considered in this report. Therefore, a test
program was conducted to determine the feasibility of the use of subsurface MTI
pressurization with Aerozine-50 (50_ by weight hydrazine and _) and N204.
This propellant combination was chosen for experiment because it is hypergolic
and storable, and because preliminary analysis indicated the desireability of
MTI pressurization if the molecular weight of the combustion products was suf-
ficiently low.
Twelve tests were made to demonstrate the feasibility of pressure-
expelling Aerozine-50 by the direct subsurface injection of N204 into the Aerozine
propellant tank. Of these tests, six produced useful data. Several other tests
did not produce useful data due to injector plugging or valve malfunctions.
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B. TESTAPPARATUS
The test apparatus for the subsurface injection of N204 into a tank
of Aerozine-50 consisted of an N204 tank at constant pressure, an injector with
an orifice to limit N204 flow, a 1.3 gal tank for Aerozine-50, gas sample bombs,
and associated valves and instrumentation.
Figure V-1 is a schematic of the system. The N204 tank pressure was
maintained at a pre-determined value by means of a dome-loaded pressure regulator.
The N204was filtered through a fine-mesh, stainless steel screen and its flow
rate was measured by the pressure differential across a sharp-edged orifice.
The injector was fabricated by welding a 12-in. length of 0.0225 in.
ID capillary tubing to the inside of a 1/8-in. stainless tube which provided
rigidity for the assembly. The injector end of the capillary tube was welded
shut and a O.0135-in. hole was drilled through the weld into the capillary tubing.
A 0.O05-in.-dia wire was inserted and the hole was peened until it was approximately
0.005 to 0.006 in. in diameter, Figure V-2. The other end of the assembly was
connected to a check valve to prevent Aerozine-50 from entering the injector.
The injector was held at the bottom of the Aerozine-50 tank by a "swedge" lock
fitting which allowed the tip of the injector to be raised or lowered as desired.
The volume of the Aerozine-50 tank was 1.31 gal (0.175 ft 3) with the
volume of tubing and other fittings directly connected to the tank providing an
additional 0.07 gal (0.009 ft3). The approximate inside height of the welded
steel tank was 15-1/2 in. Figure V-3 shows the Aerozine tank installed in the
test system.
Aerozine-50 flow_as measured by a Potter meter and discharged
through a restricting orifice to the atmosphere. Three thermocouples were used
to measure the temperatures in the Aerozine tank. They were placed 3.5, 7, and
14 in. from the bottom of the tank and extended 2.5 in. into the tank. A fourth
thermocouple measured the temperature of the Aerozine as it was expelled from the
tank. The tank pressure and other instrumentation were recorded on an oscillo-
graph.
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Two gas samples were simultaneously obtained for analysis by the use
of solenoid-operated valves. Due to the relatively large volume of the gas samples
comparedwith the Aerozine-50 tank, these samples were taken immediately following
the expulsion, with the exception of Run 9D.
As a safety precaution, a burst diaphragm set to rupture at 810 psi
was located at the top of the Aerozine tank. In case of a buildup from the
operating pressure of 400 psi, a high-pressure microswitch_ras set to close the
N204 valve and to actuate a solenoid-operated vent valve. This valve was also
used to relieve the pressure in the Aerozine tank after each test.
It should be noted that the sumof the pressure drops from the N204
tank to the Aerozine tank and from the Aerozine tank to atmospheric pressure is
constant throughout a run. Since N_4 flow is dependent on the latter, an increase
in Aerozine tank pressure and flow rate requires a drop in N204 flow rate and vice
versa.
C. PROCEDURE
The N204 and Aerozine tanks were pressurized with helium to approxi-
mately 490 psia and 380 psia, respectively, before each run. In the earlier tests,
both the N204 and Aerozine flow were initiated by solenoid-valve actuation, but
it proved difficult to obtain the proper valve-opening synchronization. This
problem was eliminated by adding a burst diaphragm, set for 410 psi, in the
Aerozine discharge line. As before, both valves were opened but the burst diaphragm
prevented Aerozine flow until the N204 brought the tank pressure up to 410 psi.
With both propellants flowing, the system approached equilibrium operation within
a few seconds.
When the Aerozine Potter meter indicated the completion of liquid
expulsion, the Aerozine valve was closed and gas samples were taken of the re-
maining pressurizing gas. The system was then vented to complete the run.
Several liquid samples of expelled Aerozine were taken and analyzed. In some cases,
the Aerozine was expelled as much as three times, with samples taken after each
expulsion.
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Do EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The six tests which yielded useful data were Run Nos. 3,6, 7,9B,
9C, and 9D.
I.
discharge line.
Run No. 3
During this test there was no burst diaphragm in the Aerozine
The Aerozine tank was filled with 1.18 gal of the fuel. The
injector was located 3-5 in. from the bottom of the tank and the tank was pressur-
ized with helium to 420 psia. Pressure on the N204 tank was maintained at 495
psia. A malfunction delayed the opening of the N204 valve, and the pressure on
the Aerozine tank dropped to 200 psia before contact with the N204 began. The
pressure had risen to 565 psia by the time the unit was shut down. The N204
flow was high and the data indicated a surging of the flow. The volume of Aerozine
expelled was 0.674 gal over a period of 14. 3 sec.
2. Run No. 6
The data from this test are shown in Figure V-4. The injector
orifice was reworked to give a flow of about O.O03 ib/sec with i00 psi pressure
differential between the two tanks. The volume of Aerozine-50 placed in the
Aerozine tank was 1.19 gal. The Aerozine tank was pressurized to 395 psia with
helium, and N204 tank pressure was maintained at 505 psia. After breaking the
Aerozine flow burst diaphragm, the tank pressure decreased to 390 psia and then
rose to 470 psia before dropping to 390 psia at the end of the expulsion. The
Aerozine flow rate varied t 7.3_ from a nominal of 0.371 ib/sec.
3. Run No. 7
The data from this test are shown in Figure V-5. The injector
probe was lowered to 1/2 in. from the bottom of the Aerozine tank. A volume of
1.19 gal. of Aerozine-50 (reused from Run No. 6) was placed in the Aerozine tank.
The Aerozine tank was pressurized with helium to 395 psia and 505 psia was main-
tained on the N204 tank. The pressure on the Aerozine tank rose to 430 psia
then dropped to 320 psia after the blowout disk ruptured. The pressure gradually
increased to 425 psia when the unit was shut down. The volume of expelled Aero-
zine was 0.919 gal during 23_8 sec. The N204 injector was partly plugged during
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the run causing somewhaterratic N204 flow, but the Aerozine flow was not
sensitive to it and varied only 0.358 ib/sec + 3.9_.
The sametrends in flow rates, temperatures and tank pressure
can be seen as were apparent in Run 6, but the lower position of the injector tip
did not allow as muchof the trend to be completed.
4. Run 9B
The data from this test are shown in Figure V-6. The injector
probe was placed 1/2 in. from the bottom of the Aerozine tank and 1.23 gal of
Aerozine-50 were placed in the tank. The Aerozine tank pressure was set at 375
psia, and 513 psia was maintained on the N204 tank.
The burst diaphragm broke at 445 psia. T h tank pressure dropped
to a minimum of 370 psia followed by a slow rise to a maximum of 485 psia near
the end of the test. The volume of expelled Aerozine was 1.14 gal during 25.3 sec.
The Aerozine flow rate variation was 0.382 ib/sec + 3.2%.
The same temperature, pressure, and flow-rate trends were
apparent.
5. Run No. 9C
The data from this test are shown in Figure V-7. A volume of
1.14 gal of Aerozine (reused from Run No. 9B) was placed in the Aerozine tank.
The Aerozine tank pressure was set at 345 psia, and the N20 4 tank pressure was
maintained at 495 psia.
The data for Run 9C is quite similar to that obtained from
Run 9B. The Aerozine flow was initiated by the burst diaphragm at 420 psia.
Tank pressure dropped to a minimum of 370 psia and slowly climbed to a maximum of
460 psia near the end of the expulsion. As before, the N204 flow rate decreased
near the end of the expulsion, but it did not drop as low as it did in the previous
test (Run 9B). There was no apparent cause for the difference in final N204 flow
rates between the two tests. The volume of expelled Aerozine was i.i0 gal during
25.5 sec. The Aerozine flow rate variation was 0.375 ib/sec +_ 3.0%.
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6. Run No. 9D
The data from this test are shown in Figure V-8. A volume of
I.i0 gal of Aerozine (reused from Run No. 9C) were placed in the Aerozine tank.
The Aerozine tank pressure was set at 360 psia, and the N204 tank was maintained
at 465 psia.
Tank pressure was similar to the two previous tests but with
the diapb_agmbreaking at 420 psia, dropping to 315 psia, and rising to 335 psia
when the test was interrupted by the removal of the gas samples. The N204 flow
rate peaked and dropped twice before coming up to steady-state operation. This
was probably due to injector plugging as there may have been some contamination
from the previous two runs. The problem appeared to be eliminated by the end of
the run because the N204 flow rate responded nicely to offset the removal of gas
samples. The volume of expelled Aerozine was 0.80 gal. A sample of the expelled
Aerozine was obtained. The run time was 22.2 sec.
7. Liquid Analysis
Fresh and expelled Aerozine-50 analyses are given in Table V-I.
The Aerozine was analyzed by the standard method according to Aerojet specifi-
cations (No. AGC-44041D). The Aerozine used in these tests was higher in N2H 4
content than the standard composition; however, this discrepancy should not affect
the data obtained. The data indicate a selective reaction of the N204 with UDMH
rather than with hydrazine. The Aerozine was clear when obtained from the supply
tank. After the first expulsion, the liquid became a very light amber and re-
mained that color during successive expulsions.
8. Gas Analysis
The combustion gases were analyzed by vapor-phase chromatography,
and these data are shown in Table V-II. The totals in Part A of the table are not
equivalent to lO0 because the Aerozine vapor did not come off the chromatographic
column and the helium used to purge the sample bombs is not indicated in the results
of analysis. The data from Run No. 9B were discarded because of an apparent
error in the volume percent of hydrogen. In Part B, the data were adjusted to
give 100%. In Part C, the volume percent of Aerozine-50 vapors that would have been
present in the tank at the time of sampling have been included.
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The amount of Aerozine vapor was calculated on the basis of the
Aerozine-50 vapor pressure at. the final ullage gas temperature. Using the average
of the gas composition for Parts B and C of Table V-II, the molecular weight of
the generated gas alone was 13.3 and the molecular weight of the overall pres-
surizing gas (Part C) was 14.0.
E. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
These tests indicate that a pre-pressurized Aerozine-50 fuel tank may
be pressure-expelled by the subsurface injection of N204. It is likely that the
Aerozine flow-rate variation may be limited to less than +3% using only fixed
orifices for flow control. While the injector was well submerged, the reaction
held the Aerozine flow variation to +l or 2%. For this small injector, approximately
4 to 6 in. of Aerozine depth was required to prevent the larger flow variation,
but larger injectors will probably require somewhat larger depths.
The fuel-rich N204/Aerozine-50 reaction appears to be well suited for
a main tank pressurization system. The reaction seemed to occur immediately,
but it was not explosive and did not produce any detrimental contaminates or ex-
plosive residues that could be detected.
1. Run No. 6
The following explanation of pressure and flow variation cannot
be completely substantiated by the test, but fits the existing data in a logical
manner. The time periods into which the run is divided are only approximations.
The approach of the liquid surface to the injector (10 to 15
sec) affected the generated gas heat transfer. The N204 flow rate was reduced
by the rising tank pressure which, in turn, was caused by (1) the higher generated
gas temperature as it emerged from the liquid, and (2) the additional Aerozine
vapor produced by the increasing gas temperature.
It is estimated that the liquid surface reached the injector
tip between 15 and 18 sec. This is based on the change of slope of T1, the
probability that the reacting N204 stream could break through the last inch or
two of liquid depth, and an estimation of the liquid level as a function of time.
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As the tip of the injector emerged from the liquid, the N20 4
reacted with the accumulated fuel-rich ullage vapor for a second or two. Since
the fuel-rich reaction had shifted from within the liquid to the tank ullage, more
of the heat of reaction was retained by the pressurizing gas, and a minimum amount
of N20 4 was required.
When the ullage reaction had reduced the concentration of
Aerozine vapor in the upper portion of the tank, less Aerozine was in contact
with the injected N20 4 and a more nearly oxidizer-rich reaction began to occur.
Tank pressure began to drop with the more oxidizer-rich reaction because (i) more
N204 per pound of gas generated was used than previously, and (2) the generated
gas had a higher molecular weight (greater density) which also required additional
N20 4 flow. These two effects were the dominant factors during that period.
For example, a change in reaction mixture ratio from 0.2 to
2.0 during the period from 18 to 24. 5 seconds would more than compensate for the
temperature rise and pressure decrease for that period. Temperature and pressure
would change the N20 4 flow to 65% of its value at 18 seconds, but a change in
mixture ratio from 0.2 to 2.0 would require the N20 4 flow rate to increase by a
factor of four.
2. Run Nos. 7_ 9B_ 9C_ and 9D
These runs exhibited the same temperature, pressure, and flow-
rate trends which were apparent in Run No. 6. However, in these runs, the trends
were not allowed to progress as far since the injector was mounted closer to the
bottom. As would be expected, the discussion of Run No. 6 holds for these runs,
but the Aerozine expulsion was completed before the more oxidizer-rich reaction
could occur.
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TABLE V-I
ANALYSIS OF LIQUID AEROZINE-50
Specified Composition
N2H 4
51.0 +_ 0.8
Wt%
VZMH
min 47.0
H20 , by
Difference
1.8
New Aerozine 57-3 41.3 1.4
ist Expulsion
Run No. 9B 57.0 41.9 1.1
2nd Expulsion
Run_o. 9C 57.8
Run No. 7* 58.0
40.3
40.1
1.9
1.9
3rd Expulsion
Run No. 9D 58.6 39.3 2.1
No analysis made following ist expulsion.
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TABLE V-2
ANALYSIS OF GASES FROM COMBUSTION OF AEROZINE-5OAND N204
Data as Reported - Volume
Run No. 3 Run No. 6 Run No. 7 Run No. 9B Run No. 9C Run No. 9D
H 2 48. i 49.0 51.3 28.5 42.0 47.3
N 2 25.4 28. i 29.0 24.8 27.9 26.6
CH 4 12.7 i0.6 13.8 7.7 ii. 0 I0.6
CO 3.3 4.8 5.9 6.0 7.7 7.8
NH 3 0.6 0.8 4.2 3.0 3.0 0.5
H20 0.32 0.34 O. 45 O. 33 0.14 O. 0
Total 90.42 93- 64 104.65 70.33 91.74 92.8
H 2
N 2
CH 4
CO
_3
H20
Total
Values Corrected to Total i00_ Volume %
53.2 52.3 49.0 45.8 51.0
28. I 30.0 27.7 30.4 28.6
14.0 ii. 3 13.2 Re jected 12.0 ii. 4
3.7 5.1 5.7 Data 8.4 8.4
0.7 O.9 4.O 3.2 0.6
O.3 O.4 O.4 O.2 0
i00.0 i00.0 i00.0 /I00.0 i00.0
Molecular weight, M = 13.3
avg
Values Corrected for Aerozine-50 Vapors in Gas 2 Volume
H 2 52.8 50.6 47.7
_2 27.9 29.i 27.o
CH4 13.9 ii.0 12.9
co 3.6 5.o 5.5
NH 3 O. 7 0.8 3- 9
H20 O.4 0.4 O.4
A2-50" 0.7 3.1 2.6
Total i00.0 i00.0 i00.0
Rejected
Data
Average
5o.2
29.o
12.3
6.3
1.9
0.3
I00.0
Figured from gas temperature and A-50 vapor pressure.
43.7 49.5
29.O 27.8
ii. 5 ii. i
8.1 8.2
3.1 o.5
0.1 0
4.5 2.9
i00.0 i00.0
M= 14.0
avg
48.8
28.1
12.1
6.1
1.8
0.3
2.8
iO0.0
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Figure V-2 
One Gallon Test Setup 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. EVALUATION RESULTS
An evaluation of propellant pressurization systems was performed for
two future space missions; a manned lunar landing and return vehicle and an un-
manned Mars orbital vehicle. The results of the evaluation showed the most suit-
able pressurization systems to be those tabulated below.
Lunar Mission
Monopropellant GG/vaporized fuel
Heated helium/vaporized fuel
Cross feed propellant main tank
injection
Hybrid gas generator •
Bipropellant gas generator
Mars Mission
Cross feed main tank injection
Main tank injection
Monopropellant gas generator
Hybrid propellant gas generator
Bipropellant gas generator
One undeveloped system, the main tank injection system, rated very
highly for both missions. This system shows promise of high reliability and
light weight.
Very limited main tank injection system testing has been performed
with modern propellants; even less work has been done on subsurface injection.
It is strongly recommended that a test program be conducted to determine the
reactions which take place when various hypergolic propellants are cross-in-
jected. The test work which was performed during this program served to prove
the feasibility of subsurface main tank injection of N204 into Aerozine-50 but
many questions remain to be answered: the method of injection, the design of
injectors, effects on pressurizing gas density, control of ullage gas tempera-
ture, contamination of propellant, and the use of supplementary injectants to
produce more desirable reactions.
Proposal SD-62066 has been submitted to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration to produce a detailed description of recommended work
in main tank injection.
Page Vl-i
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B. COMPATIBILITYOF PROPELLANTSWITHPRODUCTSOFCOMBUSTION
A problem which often confronted us during the evaluation of propel-
lant pressurization systems was the determination of compatibility of propellants
with various products of combustion. No handbookor summarywas found which lists
acceptable limits for reactive gases and propellants. Such a document, listing
compatibility and recommendinginert gas diluents would prove extremely useful to
the aerospace industry.
C. EXPANSIONOFSYSTEMEVALUATION
Trial usage of the system evaluation technique was found to be easily
workable, while providing an increase in the objectivity of the system selection.
The accuracy with which system selection is carried out is dependent upon the
numberof factors which are included in the evaluations. The present study was
limited to an evaluation based upon reliability, weight, size, and cost. It is
recommendedthat the evaluation be expandedto include such factors as:
1. System response time
2. Propellant compatibility
3. Operating pressure, tolerance, and repeatibility
4o Logistic considerations
a. Ease of handling
b. Checkout requirements
c. Shelf life
5. Packaging of components
It is further recommendedthat the search for new and novel propel-
lant pressurization systems be continued. As these new systems are uncovered
they can be incorporated into the Design Guide for eventual comparison with the
existing systems.
Do EVALUATIONBY COMPUTER
The rating and evaluation technique, which is presented in this Re-
port, is structured in a mannerwhich lends itself to computer programing.
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Input to the program would consist of two types of information: mission require-
ments and engine data would provide the input for calculations of system weight,
size, etc., and secondly, a selection of the stored influence coefficient curves
would be made.
The computer will use the engine data and mission requirements to
calculate the propellant pressurization system design criteria. With these cri-
teria, the rating factors for each system will be calculated (reliability, weight,
etc.). The computer will then apply these values to the selected influence coef-
ficient curves and compute the final numerical rating of each system. The com-
puter printout will !ist the systenm in the order of suitability for the mission,
and the evaluation and selection will have been accomplished rapidly and objectively.
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS IN THE DETERMINATION
OF THE PRESSURIZATIONUTILIZATION FACTOR
Definition
Utilization factor is defined as the ratio of the inlet gas temperature
T (oR)
to the final bulk gas temperature in the propellant tank = 6
Tf (°R)
Derivation
From the first law of thermodynamics
E = W + Q (i)
Experimental data indicate that for durations of 50 to i00 sec the tank
wall temperature will be quite close to the final bulk gas temperature. Assume
that no heat is lost to the surroundings. Therefore, the total heat lost is
the heat absorbed by the uniform tank wall in contact with the pressurizing gas.
Q=_ wT (Vo+Vi) (Tf-To) (2)
VT
The external work done is
PTVl (3)
The energy change of the pressurizing gas is the enthalpy less the internal
energy of the gas after the firing duration.
WIPTVg + WIC V Tg - WlCVfT f = W I C T - W C T (4)
g Pg g i vf f
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The system originally has a gas at P and T in the ullage volume.
o o
Assuming perfect gas laws allow the number of moles in the tank before and
after the firing duration to be calculated as follows:
W =PV
o o o/RT (5)
o
Wg : PT (vo: vi)Inf (6)
W 1 = M I
w = M Pv (7)o o o o/RT
o
PT (Vo+ vi) -Pv l
o oi (8)
L _f T ,o
The total energy change of the gases is the sum of the energy change
of the pressurant gas and the energy change of the ullage gases.
T - W1 Tf + W _ (9)
W I Cpg g Cvf o Vl (TO - Tf)
Knowing the energy change, work done, and the heat lost, an energy balance
can be written for the system using the first law of thermodynamics.
E=W+Q
W I D T - W I Tf + - Tf )Pg g Cvf WoCvl (To = (lO)
PTVl (V1 + vI)
7- + UwWT v_ (Tf- To)
Consider the case of storable propellants. The operating temperatures are
400 to 2000°R, and the operating pressures vary from lO0 to 600 psia. In this
range of temperatures and pressures, it is known the Cp and Cv do not change con-
siderably for most pressurizing gases. Therefore, in this analysis it is assumed
C
that Pg = _l and Cpf = %o
Cpf Cvo
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The Yl is the average specific heat ratio between the inlet temperature
and the final bulk gas temperature. The 7o is the average specific heat ratio
between the final bulk gas temperature and the initial ullage temperature.
Substituting Equation (7) and Equation (8) into Equation (I0) and rearranging
PIVo (To-Tf) [PT (Vo + Vl) P V 1
+ . o o J (71 T - Tf) =o g
PTVI + Cwj WT (Vo + Vl) (Tf - To)
VT
i JMCv
where
7-1 R
The left-hand side of Equation (ii) becomes
(11)
[<o ]P V To - T T - TfPT(Vo+Vl) + o__ o f}i - l) Tf To ( -1) (71-l)
Dividing both sides of Equation (ii) by PT (V° + V I)
(}l i)
T Iv vI _JW T
}l -_=i+}i-i + w _
Tf o + Vl VTPT (Tf To) +
P V [ _i T - Tf
0 0 _ +
PT (Vo+ Vl) ( 1 -i)To
(12)
(13)
-z _ 7o-1.
(}_71-11{_
T
_g _ i__
Tf- Pl
+
Tf - TO ][
7o -1) T
The last term is usually small, and hence to eliminate Tf from it the assumption
is made that _1 This gives
T ]
.g
Vl CwJ wT PoVo(?lTo - i) [
+ (Tf - To) +
+ VI VT PT
UNCLASSIFIED
PT(Vo:+V_) (_o- l) (14)
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The Equation is subject to the limitations and assumptions made in its
de rivat ion.
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LIST OF SYMBOI_
C
Pg
C
VO
Cvl
W
Cvf
J
M
0
P
0
PT
Q
R
Specific heat of pressurization gas at T
g
Specific heat of ullage gas at T
o
Specific heat of pressurization gas between T and Tfo
Specific heat of tank material between T and Tfo
Specific heat of pressurization gas at Tf
Total change of internal energy
Mechanical equivalent of heat
Molecular weight of ullage gas
Molecular weight of pressurization gas
Pressure in tank before firing
Tank pressure during firing
Total heat lost
Universal gas constant
_o Average specific heat ratio of ullage gas between T and TfO
_l Average specific heat ratio of pressurization gas between Tg
To Temperature in tank before firing
Tg Inlet temperature of gas into propellant tanks
Tf Temperature of pressurizing gas after firing
Vg Specific volume of pressurization gas at Tg
V ° Ullage volume before firing
V 1 Volume of displaced propellant
V T Total tank volume
W External work done by gas
W ° Weight of ullage gas
W 1 Weight of pressurization gas
Wg Total weight of gases in tank
W T Weight of tank material
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